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RAVENSHAW UNIVERSITY

Ravenshaw University came into existence on the 15th day of November 2006. It was an up-gradation of Ravenshaw College established in 1868, one of the oldest and largest colleges in India which subsequently became an autonomous college and was accorded CPE status by UGC and ‘A’ grade by NAAC.

Founded with the mission to spread the light of learning and guided by the motto Jnanameva Shakti (Knowledge is power), Ravenshaw University aims to preserve its position as the “temple of learning”, with a deep knowing that the phrase exists in the vernacular for a reason.

The university envisions itself as the one-stop destination for higher education for students from diverse social and economic backgrounds and will help students to steer their passions towards making the world a better place. It has a legacy of 150 years as a college and is proud to have trained some of the best minds. And yet, it is a young University which is hardly 15 years old. Formal transition is complete; but the transformation is yet to take shape. The old is in the process of giving way to a new institution, not simply in name, but also in its philosophy, outlook and objectives. We are striving to carry on the legacy of Ravenshaw, while at the same time, laying the foundations for a first-rate research university.

The Department of Education of erstwhile Ravenshaw College was established in the year 1943. It is one of the oldest Departments in India to start Education as a liberal discipline at under-graduate and post-graduate level. The Department at present equitably zeroes in on advanced level teaching, research and extension activities. The Department runs liberal courses like, B.A. (Education Elective), B.A. (Education Honours), M.A., M.Phil. and Ph.D. in Education. The Department also runs Teacher Education Programmes like Four-Year Integrated B.A.B.Ed and B.Sc.B.Ed."

COMMONWEALTH EDUCATIONAL MEDIA CENTRE FOR ASIA (CEMCA)

The Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA) (http://cemca.org/) serves as the regional educational media centre of Commonwealth of Learning (COL), Vancouver, Canada (https://www.col.org/) for Commonwealth Asia, established at New Delhi in 1994. CEMCA promotes the meaningful, relevant and appropriate use of media and technology to serve the educational and training needs leading to Sustainable Development through learning in Commonwealth member states of Asia. The Govt. of India by a Gazette
Notification, dated 10th February 2000, notified CEMCA as a diplomatic mission under provisions of the United Nations (Privileges and Immunities) Act, 1947. CEMCA works in eight Commonwealth countries of Asia: Bangladesh; Brunei; Darussalam, India, Maldives, Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore and Sri Lanka.

**CEMCA & Ravenshaw University Project**

In the month of May 2021, University Grants Commission, India released its concept note on Blended mode of Teaching and Learning\(^1\). This document was an outcome of the Public Notice by UGC \(^2\) that permitted Higher Education Institutes to teach up to 40% of the syllabus through online mode and the remaining 60% through the offline mode. Ratifying the usage of online strategies and empowering teachers to create a blend of an online and offline mode of course delivery, the UGC has acknowledged the need for and importance of using blended learning strategies in education.

This project aims to empower teacher educators from Odisha implement Blended Learning in their pre-service teacher education classrooms.

**Objectives of the Project**

The objectives of the project are

- To identify blended learning skill sets needed by teacher educators in Odisha.
- To design and organize blended learning training programs for teacher educators of Odisha.
- To implement blended learning methodology in pre-service teacher education programs in Odisha
- To evaluate blended learning methodology followed by teacher educators in Odisha

To fulfil these objectives, first a theoretical framework supports these objectives was identified (given in the next section). Basis these objectives and underlying


\(^2\) UGC Public Notice # D.No.1-9/2020(CPP-II), 20 May 2021
theoretical foundations, three interventions in the form of hands-on capacity building workshops were planned.

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS IN PLANNING THE WORKSHOPS

Garrison & Vaughan (2008) have identified a key characteristic of blended learning as the thoughtful fusion of face-to-face and online learning experiences. This key feature also lends itself in the definition of blended learning as envisaged in this project and as defined by Cleveland-Innes (2018) - *blended learning is the use of traditional classroom teaching methods together with the use of online learning for the same students studying the same content in the same course.*

On the surveying the related literature on blended learning a very useful framework to identify, structure and implement blended mode of learning was identified - the TPACK framework.³,⁴ This framework in its essence aims at helping educators integrate technology into the classroom practice by focussing on their technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge. This project aims to use this framework to identify the skills needed to plan, develop, and implement the blended learning mode of learning in pre-service teacher education program. Figure 1 presents a comprehensive view of the TPACK Framework.

Figure 1 presents a comprehensive view of the TPACK Framework.
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The TPACK framework identifies three basic forms of knowledge – pedagogical, content and technological knowledge along with its intersecting points – pedagogical-content; technological-pedagogical; technological-content and technological-pedagogical-content knowledge. For the purpose of this project, the investigators will aim at strengthening the intersecting points of knowledge i.e: technological-pedagogical; technological-content and technological-pedagogical-content knowledge of the teacher educators of Odisha as a starting point.

Apart from this framework, the planned workshops also draw from the Complex Adaptive Blended Learning System while planning the implementation of the blended learning mode in pre-service education in Odisha. At the heart of the CABLS model is the learner but each component along with its sub-systems interact with each other. The six components within the CABLS model includes the learner, teacher, content, technology, learning support and the institution. The CABLS framework (Figure 2) is designed to “facilitate a deeper, more accurate understanding of the dynamic and adaptive nature of blended learning” (Wang et al., 2015).

Using these two theoretical frameworks, the sessions were planned to incorporate various facets that would help teachers develop their technological-pedagogical and content knowledge. It was also planned to keep the workshop post lunch and before the breakoff time of institutes so that women participants were able to attend it easily.
INAUGRAL SESSION

Prof. Sanjay Nayak, Vice-Chancellor, Ravenshaw University and Prof. Madhu Parhar, Director CEMCA, inaugurated the collaborative workshop series on “Implementation of Blended Learning in Teacher Education”.

The inaugural session began with a brief introduction about the project, its genesis and rationale for the launch by Dr Manas Ranjan Panigrahi, Senior Program Officer, CEMCA. Dr Panigrahi also shared the expectations from the project and how it could be of great use to the teacher educators. The welcome address for the inaugural session was delivered by Dr. Sudarshan Mishra, the Programme Director of the Workshop series. Launching workshop session- 1 on ‘Integration of ICT tools in Teaching-Learning’ from 20-24 September, 2021, Prof. Nayak said “Teaching -Learning can be better facilitated by integrating ICT Tools. Synchronous and Asynchronous mode of online education if used by the learners and teachers would be a pace setter in the domain of digital learning in higher and teacher education”. Chief Guest of the Session Prof. Madhu Parhar, Director CEMCA said, “Use of digital learning tools will bring transformation in teaching-learning process”. The vote of thanks for the inaugural session was given by Dr S K Rout, HoD, Department of Education, Ravenshaw University.
**WORKSHOP – SESSION 1 - INTEGRATION OF ICT TOOLS IN TEACHING LEARNING**

**Theme:** Integration of ICT Tools in Teaching Learning

**Dates:** 20 Sept – 24 Sept 2021

**Proceedings of Session 1:** The first session of the hands – on workshop on implementing blended learning in Teacher Education in Odisha aimed to help participants familiarise and use the various ICT tools in their teaching learning processes. These tools include tools that help facilitate classroom interaction; tools that help reflect on what they have learnt, tools that help teachers assess what students know and tools that help teachers deliver meaningful learning experiences. The workshop covered tools like Padlet, Flipgrid, Jamboard, EdPuzzle, Google Tools – Google Forms, Google Docs, Google Spreadsheet, Google Slides, PearDeck, OpenCast Software, Screencast-o-matic with an introduction to OBS. Teacher educators were also shown how they could encourage their own students to earn professional badges displaying their competencies in the tools like PearDeck, EdPuzzle etc and become certified users. The aim of this session was to help teacher educators from Odisha to get a glimpse of the various tools available to integrate technology in education and decide on the factors that help for successful integration of technology in education. In the synchronous Zoom session, the demonstration of the tool was given and wherever time permitting participants were involved in using the tool that was discussed. Apart from the two detailed technical synchronous sessions, there was a synchronous session for clearing reflection and doubt clearing – in this session there was active participation.
**W**orkshop – **S**ession 2 - **OER, Techno-pedagogy and Online Assessment**

**Theme** - OER, Techno-pedagogy and Online Assessment

**Dates** – 05 Oct -09 Oct 2021

**Proceedings Session 2:** Using Open Educational Resources in planning and developing blended learning helps teachers cater to the diverse needs of students. OERs has the potential to help teachers save valuable time for creating resources from scratch. It helps teachers adopt resources to suit their learners needs. There are two facets of OERs where educators play a pivotal role – one as OER creators and the other as OER consumers. Teachers need to be able to transition between these two roles seamlessly and therefore the second session of the workshop was focused on OERs, Online Assessment and Techno-pedagogical tools that help teachers create assessment plans and assessment schedules to be incorporated in their blended lessons.

Dr Barnali Roy Chaudhury, Assistant Professor, Netaji Subhas Open University, Kolkata facilitated the session on what are open educational resources, how as teachers we often mistake free for open educational resources, how does an open educational resource look like, what intellectual protection rights are available for releasing work under the Creative Commons License, why is it important for teacher educators to know and understand the various Creative Commons Licenses and what licenses should teacher educators use to release their own work under the creative commons license.

In the session on Online Assessments Dr Pranita Gopal, Visiting Faculty, Ravenshaw University, discussed about the various online assessment options available for teachers and classroom facilitators using blended learning model. A detailed discussion was also held using the COL resource on Assessment Strategies for Online Learning where the big question of ‘What does enhancement of learning by technology offer assessment practices’ was dealt in detail. The session also covered ideas to use differentiated instruction in summative / formative assessment in blended learning, creating authentic assessments. The teacher educators were also exposed to a Flipped Learning Class on Hot Potatoes™ and its use in blended learning environments for practice etc. Teacher Educators were also encouraged to link their screencast -o-matic videos into EdPuzzle to create
tailor made e-assessments. Screencast-o-matic and EdPuzzles was covered in the first session of the workshop.

Prof Manoj Saxena, Professor, School of Education, Central University of Himachal Pradesh, Dharamshala conducted the workshop session on planning and drafting project proposals with emphasis on planning projects that are in sync with the needs of the educational system today and the expectations from researchers.
WORKSHOP – SESSION 3 - DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF LESSONS FOR BLENDED LEARNING

Theme – Design and Development of Lessons for Blended Learning for Teacher Educators of Odisha

Dates – 26 Oct -30 Oct 2021

Proceedings Session 3 – In the 5 day workshop on designing and developing lessons for blended learning, Dr. Indira Koneru, Associate Dean & Head, eLearning Department, ICFAI Business School provided hands on learning experience to participants on familiarizing, working and creating learning material in Moodle. The workshop began with a detailed explanation on Blended Learning Environments and how to write course objectives for the courses.

The workshop also focused on creating. Course Introduction videos for courses. Video based course introduction is an essential requirement under the SWAYAM platform and helps learners understand the course expectations and course learning outcomes. The participants were expected to create the videos using Screencast-o-matic and upload it to the Moodle platform. Course introduction videos are akin to the sales pitch that teachers need to use to get students enrolled into the Blended Learning Programs to make use of the benefits of UGC Guidelines.

The second day of the workshop focussed on embedding the course introduction video in the Moodle Platform and giving feedback to each other. The workshop then continued to discuss the course assessment options available via Moodle. For this participants learnt how to create a question bank, import questions from the question bank into the Moodle, various types of questions that can be used to create formative and summative assessment tasks. On day four of the workshop participants learnt about different types of asynchronous activities that can be blended into the Moodle Platform. On the last day of the workshop the participants learnt about how to create badges, how to embed OERs and webpages into the Book Module of Moodle, grade assessments, send message alerts to participants. Participants also learnt to evaluate blended course quality using COL’s blended course learnability evaluation checklist.
Planning a Course

- What should my students be able to learn and do after completing my course?
- How do I collect evidence of student learning?
- What might be the least effective way of delivering instruction?
- How can I enhance the effectiveness of teaching and use the information to improve student learning?

- Write course objectives, including learning objectives and module activities that map to these objectives.
- Design assessments and feedback.
- Design teaching strategies and learning activities that match the course objectives.
- Analyze content and media to foster deep learning.
- Facilitate online learning.

Learning Objectives vs Outcomes

+ Learning Objectives
  + Broader than learning outcomes
  + Describe goals and intentions of the instructor
  + What the instructor will cover/do in a course

+ Learning Outcomes
  + Narrower than objectives
  + What a student must be able to do/master (knowledge, skills, attitude)
  + Student focused
  + Written in such a way that they are measurable/assessable
ACCESS TO CONTENT & RESOURCE PERSONS

The participants of the workshops were given access to the LMS, Moodle and WhatsApp groups apart from a dedicated email access. Participants had to join the WhatsApp group using the linked shared in the email and then register to the CEMCA -LMS.

For the third session – participants had to register themselves on the Moodle as a student first, then they had the opportunity to upgrade themselves as teachers can create a short lesson as a teacher.

The content in the LMS was a mix of text, video and discussion groups. The material was curated topic

As personal numbers of experts were shared, ground rules regarding calling and participating in the WhatsApp group was shared in the first session. The teacher educators respected the directions and only contacted resource persons when in need and at the time slots given. There was tremendous advantage in providing three access points for participants to interact with the content and resource persons – as many participants who were hesitant in the beginning did interact on WhatsApp individually with resource persons; but the major drawback that was experienced by the resource persons was participants not taking time to read the instructions and give technology tools a chance, but instantly messaging resource persons for assistance.
Community Messages

Chetanmuk Student
I learned many new things. Thanks for those highly useful content.

SAI@EVI24 Student
Thanks a lot for sharing these documents.

Savita Student
well developed materials

VAM Student
Really the materials are well designed. Helpful for us.

VAM Student
From van'slander below. This material helps us to improve our classroom.

ippyakonw Student

Types a message

ippyakonw Student
The final Challenge to be DIT in Our Educational System is--
3. Few Awareness among our Teachers.
11:30 AM on 08 Nov 21

ippyakonw Student
3. Poor Inmate facility
11:30 AM on 08 Nov 21

ippyakonw Student
Availability of ODL and Copyright policy is also the main hurdle for Adoption of DIT in our University and College system in Odisha
11:30 AM on 08 Nov 21

ippyakonw Student
There are also Economic barriers also most of the students belong to the below poverty line and underdeveloped area, the initial high cost of content development and updating the content are also one of the hurdles in Odisha
11:30 AM on 08 Nov 21

Types a message
PARTICIPANTS’ PROFILE AND FEEDBACK

There were 100 participants who registered into the LMS for the various sessions. These participants were from the teacher education institutions of Odisha and representative of the teacher educators, DIET representatives from various state government and private institutions in Odisha.

The feedback from the participants

“...This season is very necessary for teaching learning process. It is very useful towards research activities.” Male, Lecturer in Education

It was a great opportunity to learn something new. Female, Lecturer in Education

It was highly useful and relevant to the present times. Female, Assistant Professor in Education

Workshop was useful indeed to enhance our technical skills with all the demonstrations and hands on experience. Female, Principal

Amazing resource persons. They are friendly and 24×7 available to support us. Female, Assistant Professor in Education

I could able to learn ICT teaching tools, such as Padlet, jamboard, classroom, keep, Google form, and OBS, LMS, Screencast-o-matic and their uses. It was a wonderful learning experience. Female, PhD Research Scholar in Education

’...I loved that I was able to use these tools using Odia language...” Female, Associate Professor in Education

Good, I want to create and apply the tools but due to busy work schedule at Office, I couldn’t get time to complete the assignment. Female, Assistant Professor in Education
Snippets from the feedback survey are shared below:
BRIEF PROFILE OF RESOURCE PERSON

Dr. Ajith Kumar. C, has been serving as Assistant Professor (Stage II) in the School of Education, IGNOU, New Delhi. He has an M.Ed. in Science Education (Mahatma Gandhi University, Kerala), M.Sc. Physics & M.Phil. Education (University of Calicut, Kerala), Ph.D. from IASE, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi. He started career as Higher Secondary Teacher in Physics, later shifted to Teacher Training and has more than 16 years of experience in teaching. He has published edited books, research papers and articles in national and international journals, and written units written for ODL institutions. His areas of interest are educational technology, statistics in research, science education, teacher education and open and distance learning. At present he is one of the coordinators of the Post Graduate Diploma in Educational Technology (PGDET) programme and co-ordinator of Post Graduate Certificate in Adult Education (PGCAE) programme offered by School of Education, IGNOU. Also he is offering a MOOC programme ‘Selection and Integration of Technology in Educational Processes’ in the SWAYAM platform of Govt. of India.

Dr Barnali Roy Choudhary is an Assistant Professor in the Library and Information Science of Professional Studies, Netaji Subhas Open University, Kolkata. She was a Junior Research Fellow of UGC and a Project Fellow of Commonwealth of Learning. Her areas of specializations include community information services, open educational resources, open source software, Metadata harvesting tools etc.

Dr. Indira Koneru is an Associate Dean and Head, eLearning at Icfai Business School (IBS). She manages the eLearning Department for seven IBS Campuses and trains Professors and Moodle Administrators at Icfai group of institutions. At IBS, Indira plays a pivotal role in planning, designing, developing and implementing Moodle-enabled blended online learning. As a Resource Person, she trains Professors at various academic and research institutions across India and other Asian countries on eLearning – Moodle, OER, MOOCs, Blended Learning, Instructional Design, eAssessment, EdTech tools etc. Dr. Indira is an eLearning consultant of Commonwealth of Learning (COL) and the domain expert for IIT Bombay Spoken Tutorials on Moodle. She is a volunteer Mentor of UNESCO’s Open Education for Better World (OE4BW) Projects. Dr Indira is a Doctorate in Open Distance Education and a Certified Instructional Designer. She has authored self-learning material for NAARM & University of Hyderabad’s PG Diploma in
Educational Technology and Management (PGD-ETM). She has contributed eLearning modules to IISER Bhopal’s SWAYAM ARPIT Course on ICT for Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Education and NAARM’s PG Diploma in Educational Technology and Management.

**Dr Manoj Kumar Saxena** currently working as Professor of Education, Central University of Himachal Pradesh (CUHP), Dharmashala (HP). He is also Honorary Director of OER Cell and of Publication Center of CUHP. He did his Masters Degree in Commerce and Education. He was awarded Ph.D. in Education from M.J.P. Rohilkhand University, Bareilly (UP). He is working as teacher educator for the last 24 years. He is Member and Member Coordinator of NAAC Peer Team, Member Visiting Team of NCTE and also Member of UGC Expert Committee. His areas of specialization and interest include ICT in Education, Teacher Education, Tribal Education and Environmental Education. He is a Reviewer for the prestigious Journals of Sage and Springer Nature. He was Member of Executive Council and Academic Council of Central University of Himachal Pradesh, Dharamshala. He was also Chairman of School Board and Convener, Board of Studies in Education at Central University of Himachal Pradesh, Dharamshala.

**Dr Pranita Gopal** is a Visiting Faculty at the Ravenshaw University, Odisha. She also works as an Instructional Coach to help teachers make the teaching learning process meaningful and engaging. She has more than 15 years of experience of working with teachers. Apart from teaching, she loves reading, telling stories and working on art projects.
RECOMMENDATIONS

The COVID-19 pandemic forced teachers to adopt and adapt teaching learning strategies that could be delivered from a distance and in the absence of face-to-face interaction. In May 2021, University Grants Commission (UGC) released its concept note on Blended mode of Teaching and Learning which permitted Higher Education Institutes to teach up to 40% of the syllabus through online mode and the remaining 60% through offline mode. Ratifying the usage of online strategies and empowering teachers to create a blend of an online and offline mode of course delivery, the UGC has acknowledged the need for and importance of using blended learning strategies in education. The following are the recommendations from the resource persons and workshop co-ordinators

- Participants who are engaged in FDPs should not be given additional duties – unfortunately, many DIET faculty members were busy with exam duties and were able to attend the online sessions of the workshop and not complete the required assessments for certification. The co-ordinators would like to commend these DIET faculty members who engaged with the resource persons and attended the sessions while travelling from their examination venue.

- The workshop organizers and co-ordinators had earlier clarified that it was necessary to have access to a laptop along with internet connection, but many participants were wanting to use the apps via their mobile – which restricted their learning experience. We recommend that using mobiles for submission of assignments should be restricted and be permitted only for attending synchronous sessions.

- Material shared on the LMS could be available as a single downloadable pdf and not have multiple pages, as many participants have poor network connections.

- Head of Departments and Head of institutions need to play a greater role in motivating their teachers to make use of these workshops.

- Such programs should also have followed up sessions so that teachers who have doubts can continue to clear their doubts.
Implementing Blended Learning in Teacher Education

Workshop on Integration of ICT tools in teaching learning
20 Sept 2021 - 24 Sept 2021

The first session of the hands-on workshop on implementing blended learning in Teacher Education in Odisha aims to help participants familiarise and use the various ICT tools in their teaching learning processes. These tools include tools that help facilitate classroom interaction; tools that help reflect on what they have learnt, tools that help teachers assess what students know and tools that help teachers deliver meaningful learning experiences.

Program Schedule
20 Sept 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:00 pm - 3:30 pm Inaugral Session
Project background and activities - Dr. Manas Ranjan Panigrahi, CEMCA, New Delhi
Welcoming of Dignitaries and Participants - Dr. Sudarshan Mishra, Department of Edu., Ravenshaw University
Address by Prof. Sanjay Kumar Rout, Vice Chancellor Ravenshaw University
Address by Prof. Madhu Parhar, Director CEMCA, New Delhi
Vote of Thanks – Dr S K Rout, HOD, Department of Edu., Ravenshaw University

3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Zoom Workshop - ICT Tools in Teaching & Learning - Dr. Pranita Gopal - Visiting Faculty, Ravenshaw University

21 Sept 2021 – Asynchronous Learning via LMS

22 Sept 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Zoom Workshop - Video Content Creation for Teaching and Learning, - Dr. Ajith Kumar, School of Eduaction, IGNOU

23 Sept 2021 – Asynchronous Learning via LMS

24 Sept 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm Reflections and Learning - Dr. Ajith Kumar & Dr. Pranita Gopal

Participants please note
- The workshop will use both the asynchronous learning environment using an LMS and synchronous learning via Zoom meetings.
- It is expected the participants will use the asynchronous learning environment everyday for the duration of the workshop.
- This workshop is only for the teacher educators teaching in the state of Odisha.
- Participants who have registered for the workshop will receive LMS login details via their registered email address.
- A WhatsApp group will be created for the participants and the link for the group will be shared on the registered number.
- The LMS will be functional from 20 Sept 2021 and will be accessible till the end of the third session of the workshop.
- Certificates will be issued to all the participants who complete all the three workshops and submit necessary assignments for each workshop session.

CEMCA Representative
Dr. Manas Ranjan Panigrahi
Program Director
Dr. Sudarshan Mishra
ruecema@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in
Workshop Co-ordinator
Dr. Pranita Gopal
pranita@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

Program Convenor
Dr. S K Rout

Organizing Committee
Dr. B.C. Das
Dr. Ashok Dansana
Dr. D.B. Tali
Ms. P.B. Bijuha
Mr. Manish Ch. Roy
Implementation of Blended Learning in Teacher Education

Workshop on
OER, Techno-pedagogy and Online Assessment
05 Oct 2021 - 09 Oct 2021

UNESCO defines Open Educational Resources (OER) as teaching, learning and research materials in any medium – digital or otherwise – that reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no or limited restrictions. OER form part of 'Open Solutions', alongside Free and Open Source software (FOSS), Open Access (OA), Open Data (OD) and crowdsourcing platforms. OER's aim to democratize education and help greater access to material that aid learning. Teachers as OER creators can become agents of change.

In the second session on the workshop on implementing blended learning in teacher education we will be looking into understanding OERs, creative commons licenses, writing project proposals for OERs, using online assessment tools like Google Forms, Hot Potatoes etc.

Program Schedule

05 Oct 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Zoom Workshop Using Google Forms, Hot Potatoes for Assessments in Blended Learning Environments
Dr. Pranita Gopal Visiting Faculty, Ravenshaw University

06 Oct 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Zoom Workshop – Understanding OERs and creative commons licenses, - Dr. Barnali Roy Choudhury
NSOU Kolkata

07 Oct 2021 – Asynchronous Learning via LMS

08 Oct 2021 – Asynchronous Learning via LMS

09 Oct 2021 – Synchronous Learning via Zoom
3:30 pm - 4:30 pm Writing Project Proposals for Blended Learning - Prof Manoj Saxxena, CUHP, Dharamshala

Participants please note

- The workshop will use both the asynchronous learning environment using an LMS and synchronous learning via Zoom meetings.
- It is expected the participants will use the asynchronous learning environment everyday for the duration of the workshop.
- This workshop is only for the teacher educators teaching in the state of Odisha.
- Participants who have registered for the workshop will receive LMS login details via their registered email address.
- A WhatsApp group will be created for the participants and the link for the group will be shared on the registered number.
- The LMS will be functional from 20 Sept 2021 and will be accessible till the end of the third session of the workshop.
- Certificates will be issued to all the participants who complete all the three workshops and submit necessary assignments for each workshop session.

CEMCA Representative
Dr. Manas Ranjan Panigrahi

Program Director
Dr. Sudarshan Mishra
rucemca@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

Workshop Co-ordinator
Dr. Pranita Gopal
pranita@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

Program Convener
Dr. S K Rout

Organizing Committee
Dr. B.C. Das
Dr. Ashok Dansana
Dr. D.B. Talia
Ms. P.B. Bijnha
Dr A K Mohanty
Implementation of Blended Learning in Teacher Education

Workshop on Design and Development of Lessons for Blended Learning for Teacher Educators of Odisha

26 Oct 2021 - 30 Oct 2021

Moodle is a free and open-source learning management system (LMS) written in PHP. It is distributed under the GNU General Public License. Moodle draws from numerous pedagogical principles that support blended learning, distance education, flipped classroom and e-learning projects, assessments and lessons in classrooms across schools, universities and other learning sectors.

In this last session of the workshop, participants will get to explore another LMS - Moodle. The participants will have the opportunity to explore the LMS as a student and as a content creator (teacher).

**Program Schedule**

**Day 1: 28-10-2021**
Planning & Designing a Blended Online Course
- What is a design of blended online course?
- How to design a blended online course?
- What online activities are helpful to deliver blended learning outcomes?
- How to prepare a blended online course video using Lynda or Udemy?

**Day 2: 27-10-2021**
Understanding Moodle functionality & Structuring Moodle Course
- After completing day 1 training and activities, participants will be able to:
  - Update profile on Moodle site
  - Add course content
  - Create forums and announcements
  - Create activities and quizzes
  - Create courses and workshops
  - Create blended course!

**Day 3: 28-10-2021**
Designing & Creating Assessments
- After completing day 2 training and activities, participants will be able to:
  - Design assignments
  - Create automatic grading assignments
  - Grade assignments with feedback
  - Import questions in selected course question banks
  - Create and administer a quiz
  - Create blended course!

**Day 4: 29-10-2021**
Asynchronous & Synchronous Interaction & Communication
- After completing day 3 training and activities, participants will be able to:
  - Use different types of forums to facilitate discussions and activities
  - Create bulletin boards
  - Use a chat tool for synchronous communication
  - Provide and receive feedback within a blended course
  - Track learning progress and peer feedback!

**Day 5: 30-10-2021**
Managing and Managing Resources in Moodle
- After completing day 4 training and activities, participants will be able to:
  - Manage local files
  - Share files online
  - Create and manage blended course using Moodle's blended course hierarchy, evaluation checklist

**Participants please note**

- These workshops are completely hand on and will be conducted via Zoom.
- The links of the workshop will be shared via the WhatsApp group and will be the same for all 5 days.
- This workshop is only for the teacher educators teaching in the state of Odisha.
- Participants who have registered for the workshop will receive LMS login details via their registered email address.
- A WhatsApp group will be created for the participants and the link for the group will be shared on the registered number.
- The Moodle LMS that has been created specifically for the purpose will be accessible via the website https://relearning.bdfoundation.in/

- Certificates will be issued to all the participants who complete all the three workshops and submit necessary assignments for each workshop session.

**CEMCA Representative**
Dr. Manas Ranjan Panigrahi
Program Director
Dr. Sudarshan Mishra
rucerca@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

**Program Convener**
Dr. S K Rout

**Organizing Committee**
Dr. B.C. Das
Dr. Ashok Dansana
Dr. D.B. Talia
Ms. P.B. Binjha
Dr A K Mohanty

**Workshop Co-ordinator**
Dr. Pranita Gopal
pranitan@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in
MEDIA COVERAGE

The following are the snippets from media regarding these workshop sessions.

Workshop on Blended Learning held by Ravenshaw varsity & CEMCA

STATESMAN NEWS SERVICE
CUTTACK, 27 SEPTEMBER:

Prof. Sanjay Nayak, Vice-Chancellor, Ravenshaw University inaugurated the Ravenshaw-CEMCA (Commonwealth Educational Media Centre for Asia) collaborated workshop series on “Implementation of Blended Learning in Teacher Education”.

Prof. Nayak said “Teaching - Learning can be better facilitated by integrating ICT Tools”. Synchronous and Asynchronous mode of online education if used by the learners and teachers would be a pace setter in the domain of digital learning in higher and teacher education”.

Prof. Madhu Parhar, Director CEMCA said, “Use of digital learning tools will bring transformation in the teaching-learning process. Dr. Sudarshan Mishra, the Programme Director of the Workshop series also addressed the participants.

The Workshop background and activities were briefed by Dr. Manas Ranjan Panigrahi, CEMCA, New Delhi.

Three days of synchronous learning via zoom and two days asynchronous learning by LMS was held.

Dr. Ajith Kumar, School of Education, IGNOU oriented the participants on the topics such as ‘Video content creation for Teaching and Learning’ and ‘Reflections and Learning’. Dr. Pranita Gopal was the resource person on ‘ICT Tools in Teaching and Learning’.

The participants learnt the use of various google tools, creation of video contents using ScreenCast-o-Matic, use of Padlet, Flipgrid, Edpuzzles, launching their own YouTube channel and so on.

The participants included the faculty members from Universities, Teacher Education Colleges and DIETs.

The follow up workshop series will be held in the month of October, 2021.
লঙ্কা, ১৩ জানুয়ারী: লঙ্কায় ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনা করার জন্য সফল হবে নয়। ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনার জন্য সফল হবে নয়। জামাইকার ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনার জন্য সফল হবে নয়। সিমার ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনার জন্য সফল হবে নয়। সময়ের ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনার জন্য সফল হবে নয়। সময়ের ল্যান্ডমার্ক এবং সীমানা পরিকল্পনার জন্য সফল হবে নয়।